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Pensions: The Promise, Perils and Expectations in
Actuarial Perspective

Preamble
The Vice-Chancellor,
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academics & Research),
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Management Services),
The Registrar, .
The Bursar
The Librarian,
The Provost College of Medicine,
The Dean Faculty of BusinessAdministration,
Distinguished Academic Colleagues,
Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen,

Background
The desire to put into practice the intriguing formulae and
case studies typical of actuarial science programmes had
influenced my venturing into the Insurance industry in 1990
when Crusader Insurance Plc needed an arrow head for its
newly established Research and Product Development
department. Not long after the Actuarial Services portfolio
was added before I was deployed to Crusader's core
operation unit of Group Life and Pensions, as Manager, all in
a space of two years. In 1993, I joined Insurance Brokers of
Nigeria (IBN), the first insurance consulting outfit in Nigeria,
since 1955, as head of its new employee benefits outfit,
Resource Benefits Associates (RBA). Incidentally, both
Crusader and IBN had a shared parentage, the British
conglomerate, Bowring. At IBN, I had exposure to best
practices in pensions and employee benefits by virtue of its
affiliation to William M. Mercer and Marsh & McLennan. I
value the opportunity I had at these leading insurance firms.

As the product development manager at Crusader, I was faced
with the task of re-engineeringthe Medical Expense Insurance



portfolio. Further, as the Chief Consultant at RBA, my beat
included consulting, research and new product development,
as well as pension advisory services. In effect, my duty at
RBA was a continuation of the tasks at Crusader. At RBA, I
was, for many years, the Nigerian correspondent of an annual
worldwide employee benefits publication of Marsh &
McLennan. Also, while at IBN, the Federal Ministry of Health
deemed it necessary to have meaningful inputs from
insurance practitioners and other stake holders before
launching the National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS).
Two seminars were organized, one in Lagos and another in
Kaduna. I participated in the Lagos seminar as the head of
RBA. These experiences, in a way, prepared me for
employee benefits or life/health/pension actuarial research at
the university.
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Early Actuarial Science
Risk and uncertainty pervade everyday living. When
misfortune strikes as a result of these contingencies, poverty
could result. In earlier times the traditional method for dealing
with the poverty peril was to relieve it by charitable donations
from those who were more fortunate (Lewin, 1998). In a way,
this practice can still be found among many social clubs in
Nigeria today where members tax themselves when one of
them is distressed. Three factors, however, make this
approach unsuitable: first, the inadequacy of the protection,
second, the inconvenience, and third, the stigma attached to
charity. The search for alternatives gave birth to insurance,
especially life insurance, in which actuaries have intimate
familiarity and competence.

The foundation of actuarial science was laid towards the end
of the seventeenth century, when mathematicians combined
mathematics, mortality analysis and compound interest to
create financial security, particularly in relation to future
events. Products were developed to protect the individual
against the many contingencies that he faces while living and
to protect his estate in case of death. The products of the first
type, known as annuities, combine survival function with
compound interest, while those of the latter, referred to as life
insurance, combine mortality function with compound
interest. We can see then that compound interest occupies a
prime position in the actuarial science scheme. Still on the
early beginning of actuarial science, the first actuarially
correct valuation combining compound interest and mortality
rate was credited to the Dutch Prime Minister, John de Witt in
1671 (Ciecka, 2008) while the Mercers' Company of London
was reputed to be the first institution to offer long term
contracts depending on human survivorship (Lewin, 1998).

Today, actuarial science retains its rnultidisciplinary context. As
a discipline, it helps in improving financial decision making by



developing models to evaluate. the current financial
implications of uncertain future events. Practitioners use their
knowledge of insurance, mathematics, statistics and
economics/business to design insurance policies, pension
plans and other financial strategies in a way that helps to
ensure that the plans are maintained on a sound financial
basis. It is, therefore, common to have life actuaries, pension
actuaries, health actuaries, non-life insurance or casualty
actuaries, depending on practice.

The boundary of the actuarial discipline is also expanding as
actuarial science has recently found application in criminal
law where actuarial justice, a form of justice based on
calculation of risks and use of past data to predict the
likelihood of future events, has been used in setting criminal
sentencing guidelines (Silver and Chow-Martin, 2002;
Robert, 2010; Freely & Simon, 1994).

Choice of Topic
Mr. Vice-Chancellor sir, there are enough issues of interest in
any of the fields where actuarial advice is required to provoke a
discourse and therefore qualify as a topic for an inaugural
lecture in actuarial science. However, I reckon that in Nigeria,
today, there is a lot to unsettle the individual about what, in
times past, was a cause for celebration, that is, exceptional
longevity. The aged in today's Nigeria has to worry about loss of
earning power, acute youth unemployment that ensnares his
dependents, deteriorating medical services, general insecurity
of life and property, to mention but a few. How gratifying itwould
have been if such an aged one does not have to also contend
with the trauma from pension that has been earned but has
become inaccessible. In the country today, instead of pension
payments to go to the rightful beneficiaries, they are
fraudulently diverted to private pockets. Hardly does a day
pass now without news of one pension fraud or another of
monumental dimensions being reported in the news media. It
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appears that the perpetrators of these frauds are
emboldened by the long term nature of the time that the
pension payment takes to become due to commit the crimes.
The public watches in desperation as these crimes rage.
Although pension is a matter that concerns every employee,
no matter how highly or lowly placed in the organizational
structure, everyone seems to adopt a wait-and-see strategy,
hoping that when it is his time to retire such a fate would not
befall him. But how wrong! Year in, year out, the trauma
repeats itself.

It is important for the employee of today who will be the
pensioner of tomorrow to take some time to think through his
pension programme today. This lecture is, therefore,
necessitated, first, by the desire to prompt the individual
employee about the need to craft a personal financial
planning programme to prepare for life after retirement, and
second, to promote the development of a policy for putting an
end to the perpetration of pension frauds. As earlier
observed, pension is a matter that concerns all; therefore,
accountants, psychologists, economists, lawyers,
anthropologists, sociologists, and many others in the social
sciences have a stake in pension matters. Unfortunately, as a
result, the pension literature in Nigeria is replete with
misinformation about the new pension scheme (Ibiwoye,
2009). An additional motivation for this lecture, therefore, is to
reconstruct some of these misinformation.

To the extent, however, that pension system would not
pragmatically operate in isolation, it is usually important to
examine a number of ancillary issues. Many factors, in one
way or another, affect the delivery of the pension promise. For
instance, a pensioner needs Cl good health care system to
enjoy a meaningful blissful life in retirement. Indeed in
insurance literature, life and health or health and pension are
always grouped together. Also, the pensioner needs a well-
functioning financial system, without which the modality for
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payment of pension benefits would not be smooth. In addition
to the pension system, therefore, we are also looking at the
various financial and health sector reforms including the
National Health Insurance Scheme, Insurance Consolidation
and the Banking Reform that were embarked on between
2000 and 2005. The logical place to begin is with pension.

Pension Defined
The basic idea behind pension is to provide an income at
retirement. This definition is perhaps simplistic as it seems to
assume that any income would do. It is not difficult to guess
that if a wide variation exists between what an employee
earns while in paid employment and his income at retirement
a major crisis is likely to arise. It might, therefore, be
necessary to modify the definition to that of providing an
income which would ensure that the standard of living of an
employee after retirement is commensurate with what it was
shortly before retirement.

Very few persons take specific actions to plan ahead for life in
retirement through a personal retirement saving scheme.
Most employees look up to the employer to do this.
Employers, on their part, establish pension plans not only to
promote the survival of their organizations but also to be seen
as taking good care of the employee. It confers on them tax
advantages, assists them in recruiting the right type of
employees, in restructuring the workforce and to increase
worker productivity (Baker et al 2005). There are two main
approaches for designing a pension scheme both based on
the same three-step procedure: contributions are paid into a
fund, the fund grows or declines depending on investment
performance and the employee's retirement entitlements
depend on the final outcome (Jones, 2008). These
approaches are the defined benefit (DB) plan and the defined
contribution (~C) plan.
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Defined Benefit
In a defined benefit (DB) system, the plan document specifies
the amount of benefit promised to the employee at a specified
(normal) retirement age (Beam and McFadden, 1985). Thus
the pension promise in this case is an amount based on the
number of years of pensionable service and final pay on
retirement (Goode, 1994). It does not specify the amount the
plan sponsor must contribute annually to the plan. That
function is determined by the plan's actuary via a benefit
formula. Here, the retirement benefits are typically made in
the form of an annuity whereby retirees receive periodic
payment for as long as they live (Baker et al. 2005).

With this system, uncertainty manifests in the sense that the
contribution may not be made up. A company may wind up
and the pension then becomes unpaid. The cost, to the
employer, of funding the scheme is uncertain as assumptions
must be made of future earnings and investment returns
(Lyon, 1998). These assumptions may ultimately not be in
tandem with the actual experience. In addition, employees
who change their jobs frequently may find that only their
service with the final employer qualifies for a pension related
to their final pay while pensions for earlier periods are
preserved with the former employers (Lyon, 1998).

Defined Contribution
In a defined contribution (~C) plan, there is no benefit formula
to indicate how much a participant will receive in retirement.
Rather, it is the rate of contribution into the fund that is clearly
specified. It does not promise any particular benefit and the
benefits are usually not paid in form of an annuity. When a
participant becomes eligible for benefits under the plan, the
benefit is the total maturity value in the fund (Beam and
McFadden, 1985). In this case, the share of the fund invested
for a member provides not only the source but also the
measure of the pension (Goode, 1994). There is also
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uncertainty with this approach in the sense that the maturity
value of the contributions and investment returns may be
insufficient to provide a worthwhile pension for the retiree.

Broken Promise
In 1984, I had a choice between taking up an employment in
the private sector and joining the University of lIorin as a
lecturer. When I discussed this with my wife, she immediately
opted for the university job. When I asked for her reason, she
responded by saying that the university job was a
pensionable job. With the benefit of hindsight, I now
appreciate the basis of her response as both her parents
were federal civil servants who were "assured" of a
comfortable life in retirement, through the public service pay-
as-you-go pension scheme, financed by budgetary
allocation. But alas, the beat had since changed and the
dancing steps have therefore changed. The payment of
anyone's pension is no more guaranteed.

From the different sectors of the economy, the story offormer
employees now retired is the same: the pension promise for
which the employee had sacrificed so much has failed! But
how was the promise broken? Perhaps we may be able to
answer this question better after we delve a little into the
history of pension schemes in Nigeria.

Nigeria inherited from the British colonial administration a non-
contributory and unfunded pension plan known as Cap 30 that
was designed to reward loyal service among employees of the
colonial administration (Orifowomo, 2006). As the scheme was
solely for employees working for the colony, private sector
employees were excluded. After independence in 1960, the
Nigerian government established a defined contribution plan,
the National Provident Fund (NPF), to cater for private sector
employees. The contribution by employees into this scheme
was a flat amount deducted from payroll. As the sum was a
very insignificant proportion of the wages of most employees, it
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appears very little attention was paid to the application of the
deduction or even the operation of the NPF scheme itself.
The inevitable corollary was that rarely do contributors make
any claim. In 1993, at ILO's bidding, the scheme was changed
into a social security scheme known as Nigeria Social
Insurance Trust Fund (NSITF). With NSITF, both the
employer and the employee were required to contribute a
percentage of the employee's salary. Suddenly, the interest of
various trade groups and other affiliates of the Nigerian
Employers Consultative Association (NECA) was awakened,
thereby provoking some of them to actively participate in the
running of the scheme - a case of where your treasure is,
there your heart also will be.

Before the transformation into NSITF most employers did not
regard NPF much. Therefore, mainly, in order to benefit from
the tax incentive offered by the government, private sector
organizations had all sorts of pension schemes for their
employees. These include insured schemes, deposit
administration schemes, and self-administered schemes.
Thus, before 2004, Nigeria had fragmented methods for
arranging pension schemes. Some employers in the private
sector favoured an arrangement whereby both the employer
and the employees contribute a specified amount into a
retirement fund. The administration and investment of the
contributions were usually farmed out either to an insurance
company or some other fund managers. The legal instrument
for this was a Trust Deed. This structure is referred to in the
literature as deposit administration, a form of defined
contribution pension system. The major snag experienced
with this arrangement was with fraudulent or inept fund
managers. Some others like the major oil companies operated
DB schemes that have metamorphosed into self-administered
Closed Pension Funds common among multinational
corporations in Nigeria post 2004. Notwithstanding whether a
firm has a scheme in place or not and irrespective of the type
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of scheme, all private sector employers mandatorily had to
participate in the NSITF scheme.

Some private sector employers, especially in the banking
sector, do not operate pension schemes of any kind. At
retirement, an employee in such an organization can only
depend on whatever he had personally set aside while in
employment. But experience has shown that majority of the
people do not have the financial discipline to do this, neither is
the environment conducive. The few that managed to save
soon find that whatever they had put aside is faced with
uncommon risks. Consider, for instance, the plight of the
people who purchased the shares of 'blue-chip' companies
only to find out, a few years later, that such companies were
no longer in existence, or that of participants in a fund that
was so mismanaged that the final maturity benefits were
worth nextto nothing.

For the private organizations that had a pension scheme in
place the preferred method of payment of retirement benefit
was by lump sum. Many pensioners, being inexperienced in
fund management, had been known to invest their total
pension lump sum proceeds in trades in which they had little
or no competence. Many ended up parting with their entire
retirement benefits sooner than they could imagine. This peril
is neither a function of the level of education of the retiree nor
of the status he had attained in office before leaving service,
as many erstwhile company top executives had fallen prey.
What results when this fundamental lesson in personal
finance is transgressed is well illustrated by Clason (1988) in
the classic, The Richest Man in Baby/on.

In the public sector what was common was the defined benefit
system. Government as the sole sponsor of the scheme did
not usually set money aside to meet pension claims since it
was deemed that the money to settle employees' retirement
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benefits could always be met from payroll tax or borrowed;
hence the term pay-as-you-go. Although the IL0 Convention
of 1952 set the old-age pension rate at 40 percent of earnings
for a pensioner with a spouse of pensionable age
(McGillivray, 1998), replacement rate in Nigeria's DB pension
system was far in excess of this recommendation. An
employee in the scheme was eligible for pension at the rate of
30 percent offinal salary after 10 years of service. The annual
incremental rate of the benefit was 2 percent up to a
maximum benefit of 80 percent of salary after 35 years of
service. That was very generous. This benefit structure was
not regarded as a problem in the oil boom era. But with
economic recession of the 1980s, this dependence on
budgetary allocation invariably led to a major fiscal problem.
The scheme also allowed for early retirement. This means
that as more and more employees opted for early retirement,
the increased cost implication in terms of accrued early
retirement benefits that would now be paid for a longer
duration created an additional burden.

Appointments and entries into the Federal Civil Service had
also been unregulated for a long time with the ratio of serving
officers to pensioners being 1.125:1(Oyelakin, 2003). In other
words, the number of serving officers runs approximately
neck-to-neck with that of pensioners. There is no gainsaying
that it would be infeasible to sustain a DB pension system in
such an environment. The average ratio of serving officers to
pensioners in developed economies in the early 2000s was 3
to 1 (Peterson, 2002). While pension systems in other
countries such as Egypt, Korea, Jordan and Tunisia, which,
like Nigeria, had young populations, recorded surpluses
(Schwarz et ai, 1999), huge pension liabilities were witnessed
in Nigeria as a result of inefficiencies. Government's efforts at
settling the pension debts seemed to be ineffective and the
situation was such that unpaid pensions appear to be
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frustrating government's other laudable programmes
(8amgbose, 2006).

Echoes from Past Maladministration
Given the above scenario there is hardly any need to look far
for the cause of the plight of the pensioners in Nigeria today. A
glimpse into the world of the pensioners is provided by the
now common scenery of retirees struggling on long
verification queues that are scattered all over the major cities
in Nigeria as the following snapshot depicts.

Pensioners at one of the screening exercises
Source: Vanguard, December 22, 2012.

Although desperation seems to be written over the faces of the
pensioners in the above picture, they at least demonstrated
some form of orderliness. However, the next picture also
showing retirees awaiting verification better portrays the
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travails of pensioners. Here, only one server tucked
somewhere inside what appeared like a car shed, is attending
to the multitude of callers.

Source: Nigerianelitesforum. corn

Not all the pensioners who present themselves for these
verification exercises survived; some of them have been
known to faint on these queues; sometimes leading to death.
Some others got involved in accidents on their journey to the
verification centres. The more painful aspect, however, is that
those who scale these hurdles have no guarantee that their
efforts would be rewarded with the payment of their pension
benefit.

It is not difficult for most of us to empathize with pensioners
because we have them as parents, uncles, friends and former
colleagues. No profession escapes the travail that the
pensioner experiences. A case in point is the way the teacher's
pension benefit is treated in his/her twilight. I will save a long
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discourse by simply referring to the picture painted by the
then President of Nigeria Union of Teachers (NUT), MallamA.
Omar in the Vanguard (Oct 16, 2003) which Iquote thus:

"It is the age-long problem of unpaid pension
rights to teachers who retired from our school
system, particularly primary schools, since 1994.
These teachers have remained since retirement
in many states, without their gratuities and
without pension. Many have died. Many more are
sick and cannot afford the high cost of
medication. Not a few have been thrown into
destitution, undue dependence and state of
extreme hunger, disease and untold suffering. "

It then appears that even at retirerr.cnt the teacher has no
respite from the notorious saying that the teacher's reward is
in heaven; the denial of his due entitlement is carried over
even to his pension rights.

In Nigeria, responsibility for provisioning for the different levels
of education is shared by the three tiers of government, with
the local government having responsibility for primary
education (Ibiwoye, 1995). It is tempting to submit, then, that
the pension problem of the primary school teacher derives
from the myriad of problems faced by the local government
administration itself, and to therefore hope that teachers at the
upper echelon of the education ladder will be freed from the
kind of travails described by Mallam Omar. Unfortunately, the
submission does not hold as the ordeal traverses all cadres of
education. To clear any doubt, let us examine how the teacher
at the apex/tertiary level of education is treated in retirement.
In 2006, retired professors at the University of Ibadan who had
formed themselves into an Association of Retired Professors
carried placards to protest the non-payment of their pensions.
Professor Ayo Bamgbose who led the group informed the
press that close to two thousand pensioners from the
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University of Ibadan had died as a result of an inability to
afford their medical expenses. He illustrated their ordeal with
the case of Professor Fatai Giwa, a retired professor of
physics, whose health troubles necessitated the use of a
pacemaker to ameliorate his heart condition. To put it in his
words,Bamgbose (2006) said:

"But with mounting medical bills compounded by
his unpaid pensions, Giwa was reduced to
casting about for a means to provide for his family
and to meet the financial demands of his
treatment. Stretched to desperation, he finally
accepted a job at the University of Maiduguri. But
a mere two weeks into his new employment, he
succumbed to death. He died a broken, betrayed
man. The nation he had served selflessly, and by
some accounts with distinction, had utterly failed
him."

One only needs to look at the terrain today to see many of our
retired university teachers who should have been enjoying
their retirement being engaged in one contract job or another,
some of them well over 80 years old.

But just how did the superannuation schemes operated by the
universities turn so awry? Unfortunately, it could not have been
otherwise given what we now know about how the pension
scheme was operated in the federal government agencies,
generally referred to as parastatals. Before the 2004 reform,
the parastatals operated their DB pension schemes in a
slightly different form from that of the core ministries, since, at
least by intent, they were meant to be funded. By design, each
parastatal, the universities being one such agency, had a
board of trustees which oversaw pension matters including
selection of insurers and actuarial consultants to evaluate the
pension assets and liabilities. Often times, the board member
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assigned with the task of conveying the deliberation of the
board to the supervising ministry for execution does not
understand the actuarial recommendations. This delays
implementation. Again, as pension was not regarded as a
priority item, supervising ministries often end up approving
only a small fraction of the recommended funding. The result
was an unintended partial funding and a gradual build up of
the liabilities.

This was, however, only part of the problem. Eventually,
whenever it was time to disburse the inadequate amount that
was approved, the money was paid, not to the insurance
company that was appointed to manage the fund, but to some
little known insurance agent (middleman), which judging by
its memoranda should have no business either with pension
administration or investment management. The inevitable
outcome is a typical example of what Clason (1988)
compared to giving a bricklaying job to a carpenter. At this
stage the fund is in jeopardy as in the best case scenario
there is undue delay before the fund is released to the actual
managers, and in the worst case, the fund ends up not being
released at all. This problem was shared by all the
parastatals.

But perhaps the greatest danger that faced the parastatal
schemes was in the way the parastatals themselves were
managed. People of my generation would recall many
thriving government agencies (parastatals) like the Nigerian
Paper Mill, Jebba, the Ajaokuta Steel Mill, the textile mills in
Kano, the Oshogbo Rolling Mill and others that had come to a
grinding halt as a result of poor management. The question
then arises: Who does a pensioner who had worked for a
defunct organization hold responsible for the payment of his
pensions?

While we ponder on a way out for the last class of pensioners
discussed above let us take a look at the state of affairs of
military and paramilitary pensions. First recall Murphy's Law
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which states that 'If anything can possibly go wrong, it will'.
The 'Nigerian factor' which Ngwodo (2008) likened to
Murphy's law is a term generally used to depict negative
values, including nepotism, over-invoicing, corruption,
habitual lateness, bad governance, and so on. Will mllltary
pensions also succumb to the ubiquitous 'Nigerian factor'
considering the sacrifices of members of this group towards
keeping the nation together? Imagine, for a moment, what
would happen if, like the university generals, they carry out
the threat to not defend the territorial integrity of the country in
protest against the non-payment of pensions to their retired
colleagues. The answer, unfortunately, I had found in the
course of my itinerary as a pension consultant, is that there
are no proverbial sacred cows when it comes to pension
mismanagement. On the contrary, as widely reported, the
military is not exempted (Vanguard, 2007).

In 2000, I was approached to assist in reorganizing the
military pension scheme. That all the efforts to exercise the
mandate met a brick wall is not a topic for this lecture. Suffice
to say that we now know that all was not well even with military
pensions. In this case, commercial banks desperate for
deposit spearheaded the plot that took the military pension to
its present deplorable situation. Funds meant for payment of
pensions were warehoused in various interest yielding call
accounts with commercial banks against standing financial
regulations (Uwujaren, 2004). Meanwhile, fake pensioners
were discovered during the verification exercise conducted in
2002. An attempt to carry out another verification exercise
was unsuccessful, the exercise having been compromised.
Clearly, in the light of the above observations, the Nigerian
pension system needs immediate reform; but to what extent
and how?
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Pension Reforms around the World
Mr. Vice Chancellor sir, it is appropriate at this stage to
examine some of the factors driving pension reform in other
parts of the world as one would expect that developing
countries, like Nigeria, can learn from the steps taken
elsewhere, benefit from their strong points and try to avoid the
mistakes they made while working out their own reforms. An
issue of concern to governments in different parts of the world
is the aging of the world's population. While population aging
implies more people are living longer and healthier - which
normally should be a welcome development, it also has
implications for pension provisioning. The working age
population must now support a growing number of people
who are no longer actively generating income (James, 1996).
In addition to demographic changes, the shift towards private
pension plans may also be due to a move by many countries
towards reducing the role of government in economic life and
placing greater reliance on market institutions (Turner and
Watanabe, 1995). As a result there is now a move away from
pay-as-you-go financing to full or partial funding of future
pension obligations. Among the arguments for this shift is that
funded pension programmes would generate increased
aggregate saving and the resultant capital formation would
boost future national income (Bosworth and Burtless, 2003).
It is also generally observed that most of the pension systems
currently sponsored by the government in many countries
have induced people to save less than they otherwise WOUld,
leading to lower levels of national savings and that these

,government-run systems hurt the system while they also fail
to protect the old (Schwarz et aI1999).

The World Bank has been unrelenting in championing the call
for reform from pay-as-you-go pension system to individual
account system. In a publication, 'Averting Old Age Crisis' the
World Bank (1994) strongly recommended that all countries
started planning for their aging populations in a three pillar
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framework consisting of a non-contributory basic pension, a
mandatory savings scheme and a voluntary contribution
plan. Because the World Bank has a lot of leverage,
especially, with developing countries seeking loans, or debt
rescheduling, or debt forgiveness, many LOCs have carried
out reforms along the bank's suggested lines. In particular,
African countries, despite favourable demographics and in
spite of the higher risks posed by the short supply of
professional expertise in techniques of market regulation,
have been under disproportionate pressure to privatize
national pension schemes (Fultz, 1998).

In making a final choice a lot seems to depend on what
aspect, cost or benefit, is important to the country making the
change. In the more developed economies pension reform
strategy tend to be crafted around cost reduction (Turner and
Watanabe, 1995; Oavis (1998); Engelen, 2002; Peterson,
2002; James, 2002; Keuschnigg and Keuschnigg, 2004),
especially the implicit increase which longevity foists on the
cost of providing pension at retirement.

Although there has also been observed improvement in
longevity in developing economies, developmental priorities
like the battle against corruption, mismanagement of pension
fund, and waste seem to occupy a prime position in pension
reform issues in these areas. In Zambia, for instance,
Queisser et al (1997) discovered high inflation rates and
politically motivated low-yield investments and loans to be the
bane of the pension system while in Costa Rica individuals
found a way, through disability pensions, to substitute for
early retirement that was not explicitly included in the scheme
(Oemirguc-Kunt and Schwarz, 1995).

Reform in the form ofthe individual capitalized account has not
been as successful as its proponents had painted. Reyes and
Pino (2005) showed that the much celebrated reform in Chile
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had heightened the income inequality at retirement as the
scheme had demonstrated a good performance for the
richest workers but not for the poorest ones. Although this is
not unexpected because of economies of scale, socially it is
not regarded as actuarially fair. Reisco (2005) illustrated
some of the emerging problems with the Chilean scheme with
the computations of the expected benefits of two colleagues-
at work. Both employees had reached retirement age with the
same salary and the same number of years contributing to
social security; one migrated to the privatized system in 1981
while the other remained in the old pay-as-you-go system.
After 25 years, the one who changed to the privatized system
in 1981 received less than half the pension amount that the
one who remained in the old pay-as-you-go system received.
These examples could have served as a cautionary note to
governments in developing countries against hurriedly
assembled reforms.

Path to Nigeria's Reform
Although it might appear that the government had been silent
and rather indifferent to the plight of pensioners, the yearly
appropriation' of fund to the six pension boards seem to
indicate otherwise. Pension was a major item in the report of
Vision 2010 Subcommittee (see Dostal and Casey, 2007) as
well as the cause of several reform commissions that the
government had established in about one and a half decade
preceding the 2004 reform. The major ones are:

Ajibola Ogunshola Committee
One of the earliest technical committees that government had
set up to examine the pension provision was in the late 1980s.
Itwas headed byAjibola Ogunshola, Africa's foremost actuary.
A cursory look at the composition of the seven-member
committee immediately ruled out any possibility of peer review
in their work - an essential ingredient in works of this nature
that involve uncertainties and long term projections. The
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members were drawn from diverse fields. The assistance
provided by the British government in terms of consulting
actuaries could only have.amplified the British content of the
report.

All the same, in line with the general trend across nations of
the world, the committee recommended a contributory
pension scheme for new entrants into the civil service, while
the old non-contributory scheme was to be maintained for
existing employees. If the government had accepted that
report many of the present day participants in the contributory
pension system would have started contributing much earlier
and would have benefited from the advantage derivable from
the law of compound growth.

Another committee, again headed byAjibola Ogunshola, was
set up to harmonize the public sector and private sector
retirement schemes for greater efficiency. The composition of
the nine member committee was not much different from that
of its immediate predecessor, but the chairman, possibly
sensing the difficulty of effecting the peer review mechanism
in his first committee, duly involved the Nigeria Actuarial
Society. After discussing the benefits of a contributory
scheme in some detail, it recommended that the government
should replace the system of gratuities with a contributory
system. It, however, advised that the government should
continue the pay-as-you-go modality for the pension scheme.
This parametric reform (part funding) was not pleasing to the
government.

Fola Adeola Committee
After the two successive submissions from the Ogunshola
Pension Review committees were not implemented, another
review committee, headed by Fola Adeola, was inaugurated
shortly after the return to civil rule in 1999.
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To some, the impression the committee created was that it did
not appear to involve itself with the basic principles, but rather
the details of establishing the scheme (Casey and Dostal,
2008). Perhaps as a result of the urgency with which the
result of its work was awaited and apparently goaded by
President Obasanjo who seemed determined to free the
government from the burden of pension liabilities, the
committee, it would appear, after visiting some Latin
American countries, simply accepted the 7.5% rate of
contribution recommended by the Ogunshola Committee and
adopted the Chilean 1981 pension model.

The resulting structure is a contributory, fully funded defined
contribution (DC) scheme which is privately managed. This
approach is pro retirement or second pillar (World Bank,
1994) in which each employee has an individual account into
which he makes an annual contribution in accordance with a
specified formula (7.5% of annual salary). As in similar
schemes around the world, the contributions are compulsory.
This is usually to prevent employees' myopia about
retirement planning in which an employee sees no need to
save towards retirement. By making it mandatory, the
government attempts to avoid a situation where employees
who opted not to contribute at all become a burden to the
society when they grow old (Ibiwoye, 2008b).

The announcement of the reform was greeted with varied
reactions: some out-rightly rejected the reform while some
quietly acquiesced. The Labour Union had been particularly
vocal in expressing its discontent with the draft of the reform.
While the committee's draft was yet to be legislated, it had
inputs from stakeholders, especially the Nigerian Labour
Congress (NLC) and NECA. Some favoured slight adjustments
in the parameters, for example, higher contributions as was
done in Colombia, some preferred lower subsidies as in
Germany, and some others routed for increased retirement
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age as in Brazil (Bobb and Masci, 2004), orchanging radically
to a contributory system.

As the effects of pension reform are far from immediate, I
share the view of Marier (2008) that it is perhaps too early to
determine if the Adeola Committee's reform measures will
fulfill employees' pension expectations especially given the
rate of inflation and the lack of adequate financial
infrastructures in Nigeria. But commentaries on the
committee's report so far tend to advise that a different
approach might have been more appropriate. Some
observers believe that some of the defects in its report might
have been avoided if the Adeola committee had been
exhaustive in looking at the various submissions sent to it but
it picked only those that fitted its expectations (Oshinowo,
2003). Atypical of the stance of the World Bank, it indeed
advised the Nigerian authorities not to embark on mandatory
individual account system (Andrews, 2006). After comparing
macroeconomic indicators between Chile and Nigeria at the
time of introducing the reform, the verdict was that the reform
in Nigeria is an example of a poor policy transfer and a lesson
in 'how not to learn from others' (Casey and Dostal, 2008). In
a latter assessment of the scheme, after it had been in
operation for about half a decade, Casey (2009) could still not
find any rationalization for the almost exact copying of the
Chilean model other than the reason that it had worked in
Chile.

In spite ofthe objections, theActwas enacted into law in 2004.
As stated in Section 2 of the Act, it is designed to ensure that
every employee in the publicsector or in any organization that
employs five or more persons in the private sector receives
his pension entitlement as and when due. Each employee,
who maintains an individual RSA account, contributes 7.5%
of his salary and the employer contributes an equal sum into
the account. The assets of the fund are kept by Pension Fund
Custodians (PFC). Both the PFA~,and PFCs are regulated by
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the National Pension Commission (Pencom). The only clear
role assigned to the employer in the new dispensation is that
of deducting and remitting contributions to PFCs within 7
.days of payday.

Accumulating the Fund
Like all DC schemes, the new scheme can be structured into
two mutually exhaustive phases. First is the stage where
contributions are paid into an account, which is then grown at
interest. This stage is known as the Accumulation phase. The
phase coincides with the period that the worker is in
employment. To make the best of this stage, business
education teaches that there are two main ways to grow a
business; one is to increase revenue, and the other is to
reduce cost. The same rule applies to growing a pension
fund; except that, with PRA 2004, increasing the revenue and
decreasing cost are functions that are outside the purview of
the employee's control. Performance is dependent on the
ingenuity of the PFA and it should be what distinguishes one
PFA from another. A PFA can achieve the task of increasing
the revenue by imaginative investment strategy, and can
reduce cost by reducing management and other expenses.
The only factor that is under the control of the employee is in
the wise choice of PFA since even the deduction and payment
of contributions are the prerogative of the employer.

The total amount accumulated over the working life of an
employee is what will be available, at retirement, to procure
the pension income. The magnitude ofthis income is crucial in
determining if the employee will be able to maintain a similar
standard of living to that which he lived before retirement. It is
therefore important to see how this accumulation process
takes place. Time, interest rate, and size of contribution all
play a role in arriving at the final maturity figure. Since an
employee can increase his rate of contribution, time and
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interest are the variables outside his control. We shall
therefore look at these variables in some detail.

Time in the Accumulation Equation
To see the crucial role time plays in accumulating a fund, we
shall illustrate by examining the profile of two hypothetical
contributors, call them Taiwo and Kehinde, who joined a
company on the same day at the same level. If each
contributed the stipulated percentage of his earnings into a
Retirement Savings Account (RSA), then it is expected that
they would have equal amount in their separate RSA account
at retirement. Since they started contributing at the same
time, the only way one person would have more than the
other person is if one contributes for a longer period than the
other. It is thus very intuitive to see that size and duration of
the contribution are important factors in growing any fund.

Consider, however, a different scenario, in which our
hypothetical employees did not start contributing on the same
date. Suppose Taiwo started contributing N2,OOO a year into
the RSA as soon as he had completed the mandatory
National Youth Service Corps (NYSC) scheme at age twenty-
one and that the fund grew, tax-deferred, at 10 percent annual
rate of return. After a period of ten years he became pre-
occupied with the concern to cater for his young family and
stopped making any contributions. As it turned out he could
make no further payments for the rest of his career, having
invested a total of N20,OOO. Since it was not a banking
product he was confident that the contributions e had made
would not be declared as dormant. He continued to get
statements, though, from his PFA.
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Table 1: How Time Makes A Difference

Accumulation @ 10% per annum
Taiwo Kehinde

Age Payment Accumulation Age Payment Accumu
tation

22 2,000 2,200 22 0 0
23 2,000 4,620 23 0 0
24 2,000 7,282 24 0 0
25 2,000 10,210 25 0 0
26 2,000 13,431 26 0 0
27 2,000 16,974 27 0 0
28 2,000 20,872 28 0 0
29 2,000 25,159 29 0 0
30 2,000 29,875 30 0 0
31 2,000 35,062 31 0 0
35 0 51,334 35 0 0
40 0 82,674 40 2,000 2,2000
41 0 90,941 41 2,000 4,620
42 0 100,035 42 2,000 7,282
45 0 133,148 45 2,000 16,974
50 0 214,436 50 2,000 40,768
55 0 345,351 55 2,000 79,089
60 0 556,192 60 2,000 140,805
64 0 814,332 64 2,000 216,364

TOTAL N20,OOO N814,332 TOTAL N50,OOON216,364

Modification of Barnhart (1995)

Kehinde also learnt about contributing into an RSA when he
completed the mandatory NYSC, but he just never got around
to making a contribution. He wanted to study his options
before starting. By the time he finally got started, he was forty
(because he remembered the saying that a fool at forty is a
fool for ever). Like Taiwo, he began putting #2,000 a year into
his RSA account and this he did faithfully until the last year
preceding his retirement. For simplicity, we shall assume that
Kehinde's fund earned the same return as that of the
contributions ofTaiwo, that is, 10 percent. Therefore, from age
forty to age sixty-four, he contributed a total of #50,000 in a
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period spanning twenty-five years. The question is: who
would have the most money at retirement at age 65?

From Table 1, it is seen that Taiwo had a better result.
Surprised? The answer to the seeming puzzle is attributable
to the power of compound interest, one of the main pillars of
actuarial science (Lewin, 1998; Ibiwoye, 2008a). This
illustration demonstrates the astounding power of compound
interest, as a dutiful slave. But much more than the return on
investment, the accumulation process has revealed that an
investor needs time to grow money. An employee should,
therefore, not wait until it is almost too late, possibly because
of other competing priorities, before starting to save for
retirement. Indeed in retirement planning parlance, planning
for retirement should begin the very day you resume
employment. For the same reason, an employee needs to
make additional contributions if he reckons that what has so .
far accumulated to his credit in his RSA account will not
provide the income that would provide him the minimum
comfort he will need or desire at retirement. This is where
financial education will be helpful.

Interest as a bad master
Suppose an employee takes a mortgage loan in the sum of 40
million naira, at an interest rate of 15 per cent, to be repaid by a
quarterly equal installment over a period of 10 years. The term
of this contract is 40, that is, 4 multiplied by 10. Using actuarial
methods, a quarterly repayment of 1,946,378 naira is
expected from the debtor. Notice that this figure is not the
same as the sum of one million naira that would intuitively be
expected to be the quarterly repayable amount.Also, note that
this installment becomes higher as the interest rate increases.
However, this is really not what makes compound interest a
bad master. As long as the debtor pays the installment as and
when due, he coasts home safely. The real trouble is that from
the first installment, more than 75 percent goes towards the
repayment of the interest element while only about 25 percent
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is applied towards repaying the principal. In our example the
interest repayment translates to approximately 1,500,000
naira while only 46,378 naira goes for principal repayment. A
similar result is obtained when the repayment is yearly, as
long as the interest rate remains high. Successive interest
payment reduces at a very slow pace depending on the rate
of interest every quarter. It is not difficult to see from this
analysis the grouse that the major religions have against
interest yielding investments. In 1179, a papal law had
pronounced (see Lewin, 1998):

Since in almost every place the crime of usury
has become soprevalent that many persons give
up all other business and become usurers, as if it
were permitted, regarding not its prohibition in
both testaments, we ordain that manifest usurers
shall not be admitted to communion, nor if they
die in their sin, receive Christian burial, and that
no priest shall accept their alms.

In Islam, documents dating back to 622 A.D. denouncing the
use of interest-bearing instruments and enunciating an
alternative based on the principle of communal mutual
cooperation, or akaful, have been found (Sharif, 2004). The
oppressive tendency of interest as a bad master from the
foregoing had therefore been long established.

Harvesting or Decumulation
Mr. Vice-Chancellor Sir, for most people the real question that
bothers them is: How much do I receive as income at
retirement? Section 4.1 (a) of PRA provides three options for a
contributor to harvest his maturity proceeds. These are
programmed withdrawal calculated on the basis of an
expected life span, annuity for life, or a lump sum. The second
option enables the beneficiary to have entitlements to a
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recurring income stream for as long as he is alive. Let us
examine these options more closely.

Programmed Withdrawal
The problem with the programmed withdrawal option is that
nobody knows when he would die. Making withdrawal based
on expectation of life is therefore vague. At best, only a seer
can be expected to accurately determine how long he would
live after retirement. What happens to the balance in the
account if the beneficiary dies after making only one
withdrawal? A related problem is what happens if a
beneficiary outlives the date allowed for him in the
programmed withdrawal. A person who attempts to spread
retirement savings over his or her remaining life faces the risk
that the savings will be exhausted prior to death if the person
lives longer than expected. Alternatively, the person might die
sooner than expected with money left in the bank (to the
benefit of strangers or 'lucky' heirs).

Annuity
Annuity, the second option, can be used to reduce the risk
that savings are exhausted before the annuitant dies. Annuity
is a series of payments made at equal intervals of time. The
present value of an annuity, or the cash equivalent of an
annuity, is the amount of money that the insurer must have
now in orderto pay the promised amounts over the term of the
annuity. As a result of the time value of money, the value of the
annuity today is smaller than the sum of all the promised
payments. Or, put differently, the interest assumed in the
annuity contract, in the long run, makes a substantial
difference in what the proposer needs to have on hand today
for the series of payment. For example, if a participant has
N3,OOO,OOOat retirement to purchase an annuity, then at an
interest rate of 6% per annum, he would earn an income of
N308, 888.29 every year. However, if the interest rate is 3%
then his incomewould reduce to N251 ,299.74.
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There are two challenges with the annuity option. First, as we
see above, annuity is interest rate sensitive. In an unstable
economic environment it seems reasonable to expect that
even level annuity will not be constant. Fixed monthly annuity
cannot keep pace with inflation. Second, only those who think
they will outlive members of their peer group will usually want
to purchase an annuity. This leads to a complication known as
adverse selection. Life insurance companies are not
favourably disposed to marketing annuities in such
situations. The market for annuities is thus relatively thin
everywhere - in the world. For example, in the UK (see Blake,
2000), out of 240 authorized life insurance companies only
about 10 are serious providers of life annuities at any given
time. In Nigeria, with the low patronage of life insurance
(Ibiwoye, 2005), annuity option is as good as being
unredeemable.

Lump sum option
There is a proviso for the third option: the amount left after the
lump sum withdrawal should be sufficient to procure an
annuity or fund programmed withdrawals that will produce an
amount of not less than 50% of the insured's annual
remuneration as at the date of retirement. In this case, the
retiree chooses to transfer only part of his funds to a Life
Insurance Company.

This option allows the retiree to commute part of his pension
entitlement to lump sum. Unfortunately, many retirees
misunderstand the purpose ofthe lump sum payment. It is not
intended to be used as a vehicle for investment in the capital
market. In fact, it is very dangerous to use it for investment,
especially for somebody who is not financially educated as he
may lose everything in the process. Rather, it is to take care of
immediate financial needs like renting accommodation,
completing a building, starting a petty business, etc.
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With particular reference to the new PRA 2004, since the
proceeds in the RSA account is what determines the payout
at retirement, there is no allowance for the scheme to
accommodate an adjustment for cost of living variation
arising from inflation.

Multiple regulation
PRA faces different regulations on many fronts. The PFAs are
regulated by Pencom, the PFCs are regulated by the CBN
since the institutions that Pencom has thus far registered as
custodians are mainly banks, while the annuity market is
regulated by NAICOM. Aside from the fact that this multiple
regulation introduces problem of coordination, a problem in
any sub-area manifests in the entire PRA. For instance, if any
of the PFCs fails to comply with the CBN's regulation it affects
the operations of the PFAs that are affiliated to it. At the
simplest level of compliance, that of periodic submission of
data, for example, one marvels at the audacity with which
organizations flout the stipulations oftheir regulators. In many
instances where firms are statutorily required to submit data,
they just do not carry out the instructions (Ibiwoye, 2005).
Even with the introduction of electronic commerce, the story
remained the same. It is a clear indication that most of the
regulators either do not carry out their oversight functions or
they are toothless bulldogs.

Retooling the Reform Process
A military administration was in office when Chile reformed its
pension. Typical of military governments, the change was
executed by decree, without much need to carry the populace
along via a plebiscite. Although Nigeria's reform took place
under a democratic government, nothing demonstrated that it
was a cheerless copy of the Chilean model betlerthan the non-
involvement of the public in the decision process. By
government fiat typical of military regimes, the Nigerian reform
was implemented without recourse to the public. This contrasts
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sharply with the approach adopted when Ghana, which had a
similar colonial history as that of Nigeria, tinkered with reform.
In Ghana, the public was consulted and from the dominant
preferences that emerged from the public consultation and
participatory process the populace overwhelmingly decided
against the privatization of the PAYGO program (Kpessa,
2013). The Chilean-type option was therefore jettisoned
thereby resulting in a more serviceable pension system in
Ghana.

A study involving Nigerian employees (Ibiwoye, 2006b) that I
conducted revealed a number of concerns including the
mistrust about redemption bond and the feeling that they are
ill-equipped to properly assess and monitor the pension
managers. The concern over the bond is not misplaced when
it is recalled that the actuarial valuation required to assess the
actual value of the DB schemes that the bonds are to replace
are based on assumptions which may not hold out as
presumed.

Awindow to correct some of the identified inadequacies of the
PRA 2004 appears to have been opened by the recent
pension debate in the National Assembly. Some of the
observed inadequacies include the proliferation of PFAs
many of which have questionable competences (Dostal,
2010). As Nigeria's Senate President remarked (see Punch,
May 29, 2013), there are many people who have no idea
about managing funds, yet are charged with the task of
managing pension funds that typically comprise huge assets.
Some of them are backed by banks that are more adept at
managing money market instruments than long term funds.

Administration Charges
Developing economies are often characterized by unusually
high inflation and restriction of investment channels. Given
these restrictions, it was a matter of concern if the money
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being accumulated under the DC scheme will be able to
provide the same replacement ratios at retirement as the old
DB system. Using data from the public sector to compare the
old system with the new one, I found that the new system is
not actuarially superior to the previous scheme (Ibiwoye,
2008a).

The effect of the administration fees charged by PFAs on the
growth of a pension fund is generally undermined. Although
they may appear insignificant on the face value, the fees, as
presently structured, may grow out of proportion and put the
fund in jeopardy. The much acclaimed Chilean model was not
immune to this danger, as concerns about the high costs
associated with the scheme have been expressed by the
Chilean President and others (PRC, 2006; Zychowicz and
Zarb,2003).

As more information became available with the licensing of
PFAs and PFCs and with Pencom determining a ceiling for
the administration fees that the operators can charge, it was
possible to look at many other aspects of the PRA 2004. In
particular, Ibiwoye and Adewunmi (2008), and Mesike and
Ibiwoye (2012) examined the nexus between pension reform
and development of the financial market. Ibiwoye and
Adesona (2010) considered the effect of the administration
charges on the accumulation of the fund and the ultimate
expectations of the contributors, distinguishing between
problems inherited from the old pension system and new
problems arising from the structure of the new scheme.
Provided the charges are based on the annual contributions
rather than on the total fund, the participants can be rest
assured that they are not likely to imperil the scheme.

Minimum pension guarantee
Similar to the concept of minimum wage, the PRA 2004
stipulates a minimum pension guarantee (MPG) except that
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the way it is treated appears to be rather casual (Komolafe,
2004). The following statement is all that theAct has to say on
this issue:

"All retirement savings account holders who have
contributed for a number of years to a licensed
pension fund administrator shall be entitled to a
guaranteed minimum pension as may be
specified from time to time by the commission."

The statement is silent on what the minimum pension should
be, how long an employee is expected to contribute in order to
qualify for it and concrete steps for its implementation. Here,
the Nigeria's version seems to have improperly copied the
Chilean model without taking local conditions into
consideration. The Chilean model had stipulated 20 years for
a participant to qualify but the Nigerian model is silent on this.
Even in the case of Chile, however, the implementation of the
MPG is not without flaws as the lengthy period of time
required to satisfy the requirement makes it difficult for most
retirees to qualify for it (Erlich, 2002; Riesco, 2005). It is
therefore worthy of attention if the new scheme is not to derail.
In the absence of any previous investigation, my eo-
investigator and I examined three scenarios for the MPG
(Ibiwoye and Adesona, 2011). First is the case when both
contributors' fund and government's subsidy are used to
purchase flat annuities. This model is not efficient as it
provides a guaranteed pension only in the first year of
retirement. After the first year of retirement, it produces
pension shortfalls. It is, however, worth considering because,
in Nigeria, no specific rule is yet available for the
determination of the minimum pension guarantee. Besides,
flat amount annuity is the only type of annuity that is presently
well known in the market. Indexed annuities are not available
because indexed bonds that would have facilitated their
development are not yet in place.
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that following consolidation, insurance stocks had become
more stable and marketable.

However, following the stock market crisis of 2008, there was
a need to re-examine the volatility of the insurance stocks.
Many people are at home with the fact that the prices of
stocks change over time and are therefore probably familiar
with the elementary concept of trend, seasonal variation, and
cyclical variation, three of the components of time series. But
what do we make of "random noise?" Because most
transactions in stocks, whether to buy or sell, take place in the
future, mathematical models, especially in relation to the
random noise, are employed to predict the future behavior of
the stock prices. This has been the cause of much research
since the pioneering work of Engle (1982) with no effort
spared at trying to reduce the variance of the error term. Our
work in this direction suggests that the generalized
exponential model (EGARCH) would be the most suitable for
the Nigerian insurance stock data (Hamadu and Ibiwoye,
2010).

Frontier Analysis
The crises in the banks are no less significant. For many
years more than half of the operators were classified as
distressed. This, in part, had led regulators in the financial
services industry to order a series of recapitalization
exercises to shore up the capital base of the institutions. With
particular reference to PRA 2004, it is clear that the objective
of the new scheme can rarely be achieved with unhealthy
financial institutions. For instance, if in the payout phase a
contributor elected programmed withdrawal, his fortunes will
be tied to the banks as periodic payments will, invariably,
have to be administered through the banks.

A different type of investigation, based on Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA) in a Bayesian framework, was carried out to
determine the performance of Nigerian banks pre- and post-
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consolidation (Assaf, Barros and Ibiwoye, 2012). This
enabled us to make annual efficiency statements about all the
banks in probability measures as shown in the following table:

Period Average Efficiency

2002 0.7821
2003 0.7702
2004 0.7911
2005 0.8631
2006 0.8933
2007 0.9121

It makes it easy to see that performance was declining before
the 2004 consolidation and efficiency has picked up since
then. My experience in the course of the study also suggests
that there is need for improvement in the quality of data
published inAnnual Reports.

In sickness and in Health
Closely related to living a comfortable life in retirement is the
ability of the retiree to access quality health care. For most
retirees the intervention of a former employer would no longer
be available, so they have to take responsibility for their health
needs. Expending the paltry pension income on expensive
health care provision would negate the pension promise. The
existing approaches for health care provision in Nigeria such
as fee-for-service, government hospitals, and self-medication
were reviewed and compared with the capitation based
National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS). The problems
with government hospitals and their excruciatingly slow pace
of service are well known. Alternatives such as spiritual
homes, traditional health clinics, and self-medication, are of
substandard quality and inherently unsafe. After highlighting
the advantages of the NHIS, we evaluated the scheme in
terms of efficiency and effectiveness; particularly in relation to
affordability which is a sore point for a retiree (Ibiwoye and
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Adeleke, 2007; 2008b). Communications received from far
flung climes on the work seem to suggest that we have
touched an area that is of concern to many people and
perhaps have helped in illuminating the operations of the
NHIS scheme and in raising the level of its awareness. A later
work (Adeleke, Hamadu and Ibiwoye, 2012) had validated
the adequacy of the capitation being charged by the NHIS
hence the appropriateness of the scheme for pension
planning.

Modeling Lifestyles
Also, following the recurring incidence of sudden deaths
among employees of institutions of higher learning, my
colleagues 'and I analyzed the lifestyle of university
employees. This was conducted on four critical factors:
exercise, smoking, alcohol consumption, and sleep (Adeleke
and Ibiwoye, 2009). Exploring the elegance of graphic
representation in 'Correspondence Analysis', we were able to
depict how non-academic senior staff seem to be living a
healthier lifestyle than their academic counterparts; and
junior academic and non-academic staff as well. The
academic staff appear to have a higher exposure on all four
factors. The findings are tacit endorsement of the periodic
routine medical examination that the health centre mandates
the university staff to undergo is apposite.

Payout Modality
An observation of retiree behaviour seems to suggest that in
the absence of any basis for making an informed choice,
many retirees, irrespective of their individual circumstances,
usually opted for either programmed withdrawal when,
indeed, they should have chosen life annuity or vice versa
(Ibiwoye and Ajijola, 2012). The first quarter report by the
National Pension Commission (PenCom, 2011) showed that
as at the end of February 2011, retirees that migrated to the
new scheme in 2004 had taken a total of 35,202 programmed
withdrawal products, while annuity policies recorded only
128.
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If we recall that one of the objectives of a pension system is to
enable the retiree maintain a standard of living that is close to
what it was shortly before retirement, it is clear that we need a
means of determining the extent to which a pension system
enables workers to preserve their previous standard of living
when moving from employment to retirement. In this regard,
we have constructed replacement rates showing the level of
pensions as a percentage of previous individual earnings
(Ibiwoye andAjijola, 2012).

Tying it all together
An interesting debate had raged as to whether employers
would want the fixed retirement age regime as currently being
operated to continue, or whether they would prefer some
more flexibility especially in the light of the uncertainty in the
work environment. In some other climes, Europe in particular,
burgeoning deficit and increased longevity seemed to have
forced their governments to raise retirement age. With acute
youth unemployment in Nigeria, it is not clear which option
would be more beneficial. My colleagues and I found out that
a flexible retirement age would be availing to the workers'
productivity rather than a mandatory one (Ibiwoye et ai,
2011). A flexible policy would have a positive welfare effect as
employees could take care of their dependant for a longer
period and it would enable employees to remain in their
employer's health scheme longer, thereby reducing their
health worries.

Actuarial Education: Looking Backward, Looking
Forward
In Nigeria, Actuarial Science as a discipline offered in a higher
institution of learning began in 1970 as a Postgraduate
Diploma programme at the University of Lagos. In 1975, the
programme was converted to an undergraduate programme.
Early, at its inception, the programme attracted instructors from
ILO and other UN organizations. Although the need to fast-
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track the production of actuaries is a global concern, it
appears to take on a more urgent dimension in developing
countries where every sector of the economy is now faced
with an uncommon risk that requires the proficiency of skilled
actuarial, risk management and control experts.

Most countries in Africa have very few actuaries and many
have no qualified actuaries at all. Although countries like
Nigeria, Ghana and Kenya have pockets of actuaries and
have even established local actuarial associations. The
Nigerian Actuarial Society is the voice of the profession in
Nigeria but its impact on the training, and regulation of the
profession seems to be insignificant. This is the more reason
why the few institutions that exist should continuously be
evaluated, first to develop the existing programme they offer,
and also to advance the professional standard of the
discipline.

The University of Lagos has been playing a pioneering role in
the development of the profession. Forty years or so ago,
fresh graduates of Mathematics wishing to take up an
actuarial career were advised that it was near impossible to
remain in Nigeria and qualify as an actuary. But thank
goodness for making the world a global village, graduates of
the University of Lagos remaining in Nigeria, are not only
making progress in the actuarial examinations, they are now
qualifying as actuaries. Many of the graduates of the
department have qualified as Fellows of the Institute of
Actuaries (UK) and the Society of Actuaries (USA) and have
been gainfully employed in different parts ofthe world.

Recently, other universities in Nigeria have established,
or are in the process of establishing, an actuarial
science department. Notable among these are
Redeemer's University, Mowe, Imo State University,
Owerri, Joseph Ayo Babalola University, Ikeji-Arakeji
and Obafemi Awolowo University, Ife. This should raise
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the level of cooperation and paired comparison that will surely
enhance the quality of pedagogy and growth of the
profession. The University of Lagos has also established
contacts with Universities in the Southern part of Africa for an
exchange programme that will mutually enrich the existing
curricula in the two sub-regions.

Concluding Remarks
Mr Vice-Chancellor sir, when all other incomes dwindle or
cease, as they tend to do at retirement age for a formal sector
employee who had dutifully served his employer, pension
remains the only bastion of hope for the retiree. If this fund is
affected in any way the pensioner does not have the luxury of
time to grow another fund as replacement. Pension also has
other benefits for both the government and society. Being a
veritable source of long term funds it helps to boost the growth
of the economy and provide employment. It therefore stands
to reason that pension matters should not be treated with
levity.

In Nigeria, pension problems seem to have overwhelmed the
government, making it to move from over-promising of
pension benefits to under-pensioning in terms of delivery of
final benefit entitlements. I have, over the years, looked at a
number of strategies that can be adopted in order to have an
improved pension system and many of these have been
discussed in the course of this lecture. It remains to wish you,
my listener, a blissful life in retirement.

Expectations and Recommendations
. 1. Application of Actuarial Justice

It is doubtful if there can ever be any panacea to the
pension problem in Nigeria if stiff penalties are not
imposed on perpetrators of pension fraud. Although
there are penalties stipulated in the PRA2004 they are
rarely implemented given the 'Nigerian factor'. Once
the corrupt official gets away with his fraud, he
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becomes emboldened to continue the practice and his
action inspires others to do the same. Penalty should
therefore not only be enacted it must be strictly applied.
This function may be enhanced by the application of
actuarial justice, the new direction in criminal law,
whereby crimes such as pension fraud are recognized
as a direct consequence of everyday living and built-in
mechanisms are put in place to prevent it and minimize
its consequence. Why on earth, for instance, would any'
system allow an individual to be able to make away from
pension funds such colossal amounts as are reported in
the news media?

2. Easing Proof of Living Exercises
As participants in the new scheme retire, there is the

need to take a very hard look at the current
cumbersome process of paying them their pension. The
verification exercises are excruciatingly rigorous. First,
PENCOM should ease the pains of retirees by
decentralizing the locations where retirees need to
show proof of living by - perhaps - opening a venue in
each of the 36 state capitals. Besides this, interaction
with some retirees shows that the documents required
to be completed are too many. Unfortunately, in an
inefficient system like what is presently obtainable,
pensioners go through a lot of stress trying to get
serving officers to attend to them. This is most
unacceptable in this age of high speed data processing
where at the press of a button it should be easy to verify
an ex-employee's indebtedness, if any, to his former
employers.

3. Raising Competition among PFAs
Another area needing constant attention relates to the
proliferation of PFAs, many of which have questionable
competence (Dostal, 2010). As Nigeria's Senate
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President remarked (see Punch, May 29,2013), there
are all sorts of rookies, people who have no idea about
managing funds of any significant magnitude, not to talk
of very huge pension funds, who have been left to
manage the pension assets. Although the ingenuity of
the fund administrator is a key factor in growing the fund,
as far as we can see, the existing PFAs are more alike
than different in their performances. They tend to charge
high administration fees, and as recent re-assessments
have shown, there are no signs of competition in price
among them (Casey, 2009). The profiles of their
personnel are similar to those of bankers with high
management expenses. Without the usual
conservatism with which pension assets are managed,
a crisis situation may develop when the participant gets
to retirement age and discovers that his contributions
have not amounted to much. This is an area where the
regulatory body should be proactive by being more alive
in its oversight functions. PENCOM can do better that
just threatening to close some of the PFAS down.

4. Putting Your Eggs in One Basket
Participants have been known to engage in multiple
registrations with more than one PFA. This is probably
caused by the fact that employees had no sound basis
for choosing a PFA in the first place, many having
made their choice merely from the advice of friends.
How different it would have been if employers had a
counseling unit to provide information about the 26
registered PFAs and their pedigrees. Instead,
employees have, akin to nomadic investors, been
frequently moving from one PFA to another in search
of better performance, oblivious of the resulting
fragmentation and weakening of their investments. 'Do
not put all your eggs in one basket,' says an adage that
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seems to have worked well in portfolio management.
However, it would serve no useful purpose for a
participant in PRA 2004. To get the best results from
the PFAs, employees not only have to make an
informed choice ab initio, they also need to
concentrate on and continuously monitor the
performance of the PFAs. To carry out these tasks
efficiently, employees need proper financial
education. This is an area where employers can add
value to the operation of the PRA 2004 by organizing
lectures in personal finance for their employees.

5. Mixed Payout Strategy
When it comes to collecting the proceeds at retirement
I am aware that programmed withdrawal appears
attractive to many retirees. However, with
programmed withdrawal the retiree may be taking
heavy risks on himself. The amount to collect and the
duration in a programmed withdrawal are generally
calculated on the basis of average life expectancies.
Presently, PFAs use 16 years for males and 18 years
for females. In spite of this, a retiree can outlive the
calculated averages. Who would the retiree then hold
responsible for a pension income that is no more? It is
also generally argued that the costs of administering a
programmed withdrawal and more actively investing
the assets are higher than the expense loadings in a
life annuity contract (Antolin, Pugh and Stewart,
2008). That means the annuity option should not be
entirely discarded. A mixed strategy whereby phased
withdrawal is combined with annuity is, therefore,
recommended. The phased withdrawal would allow
the pensioners to have control over their money while
annuity will provide lifetime security.
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6. Re-engineering the NHIS for pensioners
In retirement, the health and wellness ofthe pensioner is
a paradox. There is more time but less strength to do
quite a number of things. Since the pensioners would be
earning less, it is important to spend the reduced income
wisely. Although the health condition of the retiree may
have deteriorated after retirement as a result of aging it
is important to smooth the transition from the status of
an employee to that of a retiree with respect to
accessibility to quality health care. This is an area where
the NHIS scheme can be very useful. With NHIS, the
premium would have been prepaid before retirement
date and before illness sets in, so the health care
provider cannot reject the retiree on account of inability
to pay. But presently, awareness and patronage of the
NHIS scheme is low. Like it did in the case of pension,
the government should introduce uniformity in health
care provision by making the public hospitals capitation
based. This will not only increase awareness of the
NHIS it will raise the level of activity of the scheme and
eventually the quality of service provided. It would then
be a beautiful bride for both the formal and informal
sectors of the economy and an ideal initiative that caters
for the health needs of pensioners.

7. Mortgage Protection
Media reports show that the bulk of the money corruptly
acquired in both the private and public sectors are
utilized in acquiring houses both in and outside the
country. This probably underscores the importance that
Nigerians attach to home ownership. Some workers
currently live in apartments provided by the
organizations that they work for and are naturally
concerned about where they would live after leaving
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these organisations. Others, in the majority, live in
rented apartments, experiencing various types of
pressure from landlords. The desire to own a house is,
therefore an inalienable right of the employee to
satisfy one of man's basic needs. What is not proper is
the desperation displayed by some employees who
try to work out a 'home ownership scheme' by corrupt
practices. Instead, I recommend a systematic
approach for home ownership, while in employment,
based on a properly organized mortgage scheme.
Although, erstwhile schemes in Nigeria have recorded
a near zero success rate as a result of the high interest
rate and poor management, the recent example set
forth by Lagos state shows that it is doable. It is a
wrong strategy for a worker to rely on pension income
for building a house. This is not the purpose for
pension.

8. Expanded Scope
The potential of PRA 2004 is merely being scratched.
When the scheme commenced in 2004 only
employees in Federal Government establishments
and private sector organizations participated, but
even then, the rate of compliance of the private sector
is low. Many states and the local government are yet to
buy into the scheme, probably because of the
counterpart contribution they have to make. In a
country, like Nigeria, where economic deprivation
makes saving difficult, an enlarged participation base
in which all employees are obligated to participate will
boost national savings and economic development as
well as improve the general welfare of the populace.
Besides employees in the formal sector there are many
more people enqaqed in the informal sector. The
objective of boosting the economy would be enhanced
if the employees in the informal sector participate in the
scheme as a lot more money could be generated for
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investment in the economy. There should, therefore,
be some incentive to encourage the informal sector's
employees to participate in the scheme. There hardly
can be a better reference point than the performance
of the scheme in the formal sector.

9. Nigerian Pension Protection Company
Most of the PFCs are banks or bank based and in the
light of the history of bank failures in Nigeria, it might
be a misplaced optimism to imagine that some banks
are too big to fail. If a bank, nay PFC, fails it would
create untold problems for the PFAs that make use of
it, and the retirees registered with those PFAs as well.
In order to protect an employee if a PFC fails, there
should be a provision in the Act, for the employee to
recoup his entire savings. The pensioner in his twilight
does not have the luxury of time to garner new
savings. The government should therefore establish a
Pension Protection Company for that purpose. It
should be a more specific provision than the existing
arrangement that caters for bank depositors.
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